
 
Technical Rider  

Stage/lighting/room: 
• 
A clean stage, at least 40'x20'. Stage should be air conditioned (70-72 degrees) with high 
speed internet/wifi available on stage. Stage should be available and ready for a 3-4 
hour rehearsal/soundcheck which normally starts 4 hours before doors. Access to a 
copier/printer is appreciated. 
• 
Risers according to stage plot, all fully skirted and dressed so as to hide the underside 
of the riser. 
• 
Lighting equipment and lighting designer to present Classic Airwaves in a dramatic fashion. 
Lighting should be more than just a stage wash and should preferably include 
intelligent lighting (6-8 moving head fixtures minimum) with multiple looks that change 
with music.  Our Technical manager will be there to coordinate lighting cues and incorporate the lighting show the band 
travels with. 
• 
Labor: 
• 
1 competent lighting technician with full knowledge of the lighting rig and power distribution. 
• 
Stagehands to assist in setting up staging and equipment, number to be determined 
during advance (usually 3-4). 
 
Front of House (local self contained): 
• 
A stereo sound system that will reproduce clear, undistorted full frequency sound with 
even coverage of the entire venue. This includes balconies and overflow areas or 
separate rooms. The sound system will need to reach 115db evenly across the entire 
venue.  
• 
The Classic Airwaves will provide complete backline and all stage support.  If the band travels with self contained monitoring 
...they will provide multiple lines (FOH L, FOH R and SUB will be provided for shows where they will be accessing the house 
sound system. 
• 
 



 
Power: 
 
If Classic Airwaves provide FOH PA System please provide the following power distribution JUST for the FOH Speakers: 
2-  20 amp Circuits and 1 additional for On stage power. 
 
 
BAND Distribution: 
 
4 clean American style power outlets (120V) by Keys 
• 
4 clean American style power outlets (120V) by Bass 
• 
4 clean American style power outlets (120V) by Guitar 1 
• 
4 clean American style power outlets (120V) by Guitar 2 
• 
8 clean American style power outlets (120V) by Drums/Musical Director 
• 
 
VIDEO WALL (for Standard or Lush Shows)...THIS IS IN ADDITION TO AUDIO POWER 
 
ADDITIONAL EIGHT (8) 20 Amp Circuts 
 
 
 
Misc: 
• 
10  black hand towels and 10 bottles of water plus extra 
water backstage 
• 
3 black stools 30-32” high 
• 
The Video Wall will require Five (5) feet behind wall as work space.  The supporting stage for 
the wall needs to be a solid stage deck capable of supporting evenly distributed weight. 
• 
Projector setups for the Lush Show will be communicated and designed per venue. 
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Hospitality Rider 

Green Room 
 
Minimum of 2 rooms, with lighted mirrors, clean bathrooms, extra towels (10 total), with high 
speed internet/wifi, chilled water and relaxing chairs.  GREEN ROOMS should be air conditioned (70-72 degrees) with high 
speed internet/wifi available. 
 
Food 
 
Please have provided 90 min prior to show: Six (6) full warm plated meal (bu"et is fine) (i.e., chicken, lasagna, or burgers with 
vegetarian main course options).  Additionally, salad, bread and a lite dessert would be appreciated.  Drinks to include: 
 

6 - Diet Coke 
6 - Diet Dr. Pepper 
6 - Sprite 
6 - ½ & ½ Tea (cold) 
20 - bottle of water 
 

Typical Schedule (standard show) 
 
~ 5 hrs prior show, advance team (Tech, Video wall & Music director) arrive to prep room with house sta" 
~ 4 hrs prior show band loads in to set up 
~ 3 hrs sound check and rehearsal 
~ 90 mins prior to show, stage cleared and dinner served. 
           ~ SHOW ~ 
~ 2 hrs post show struck and clearing docks 
 
ADVANCE 
 
All communication confirming these details should happen 30 days prior of scheduled performance. 
 

 


